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When one story ends, another begins. The sequel to the beloved New York Times million-copy best

seller Me Before You. How do you move on after losing the person you loved? How do you build a

life worth living? Louisa Clark is no longer just an ordinary girl living an ordinary life. After the

transformative six months spent with Will Traynor, she is struggling without him. When an

extraordinary accident forces Lou to return home to her family, she can't help but feel she's right

back where she started. Her body heals, but Lou herself knows that she needs to be kick-started

back to life. Which is how she ends up in a church basement with the members of the Moving On

support group, who share insights, laughter, frustrations, and terrible cookies. They will also lead

her to the strong, capable Sam Fielding - the paramedic whose business is life and death and the

one man who might be able to understand her. Then a figure from Will's past appears and hijacks

all her plans, propelling her into a very different future.... For Lou Clark, life after Will Traynor means

learning to fall in love again, with all the risks that brings. But here Jojo Moyes gives us two families,

as real as our own, whose joys and sorrows will touch you deeply and where both changes and

surprises await. After You is quintessential Jojo Moyes - a novel that will make you laugh, cry, and

rejoice at being back in the world she creates. Here she does what few novelists can do - revisits

beloved characters and takes them to places neither they nor we ever expected.
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I hate to upset fans of Me Before You (hell, I'm a huge fan of Me Before You), but this was a very



underwhelming sequel. I think if you are expecting the emotional punch of the first book you are

going to be sorely disappointed.I'm not ashamed to say that Me Before You had me up reading until

very late at night and then crying my eyes out until very early the next morning. It was the kind of

book that sticks with you, the kind of book that is extremely hard to follow up. It ended on a very

powerful note, so any book that calls itself a "sequel" has to match that kind of power. This didn't,

not even close.We follow Lou's life a year and a half after the death of Will, and we see what her life

has become. Honestly, I didn't enjoy this Lou very much. Gone is any spark, any vitality, any humor,

and without those aspects of her personality I had trouble staying engaged with her. I didn't like this

pushover Lou, and I barely recognized her from the previous book.Her life is wholly depressing. Lou

is stuck completely in this sort of limbo, and reading about her mostly boring day to day things felt

one note and tedious. Lou's family details, like her mother's newfound feminism and her sister's

meddling, seemed contrived and almost silly. I didn't get what those side plots added to the story,

and I didn't find them compelling.Lou's love interest was just... there. He was sexy in a classic

romance way- the patient, motorcycle-riding savior- but I simply didn't feel the chemistry between

him and Lou. It felt like a relationship without weight, certainly without the intensity of Lou's

relationship with Will. If you are going to present a love interest to follow the one from Me Before

You, it would have to be absolutely epic... this wasn't.
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